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financed by him as a tactic to shake up Congress'
But the tactic has gotten out of hand and
while Civil Wax breaks out the four men settle
down to effect yet another compromise The
revolutionaries insist on bombing ten cities but
the President is to decide which ten!
Tie play operates as an urgent wrning
Michael Frayn
TJ~e tv.o of Us     1970
A qu~rtet of sketches each involving only two
actors (Richard Briers and L>nn Kedgrave)
ended with a hilarious playlet which had the
genuine technical virtuosity of the Teydeau farce
Maz Fri-ch. fb 1911)
rrisch a German Swiss who h-vs been influenced
by Shaw and Brecht dramatises current issues m
ingenious apt and witty parables that have a
lucid economy of outline
Tlie Tin Pcnsers    1961    M.
A delightful Absurdist satire on bourgeois self
delusion and ineptitude shows Biedermann
(Alfred Marks) persuading himself that he can
cajole the incendiaries about to set fire to his
house by inviting them to a good dinner The
situation is analogous to that of Benes of Czecho
slo\akia who included communists m his govern
ment and to that of the Germans who connived
it Hitler
Andorra    1964    M
An incisive and moving satire on the vicious
pervasiveness of anfasemitism shows the Andor
rana betrayal of the lad Andn reputedly a Jewish
foundling to the invading totalitarian state
Andri is in fact a Gentile and his assumption of
Jewish traits is an example of identity Imposed
from without by society
Christopher Fry do 1807)
Fry widely acclaimed in the foities for bringing
verse back to the stage has written comedies
and leligiotts plays the latter culminating in A
Sleep of Prisoners 1951 commissioned for enact
ment in churches during the Festival of Britain
Fry devises ingenious situations often in terms
of poetic fable informed by implicit affirmation
and hope lightly and gaily conveyed His
special talent is the creation of a dramatic atmo
sphere tuuaue to each play But like Lotes
Labours Lost they tend to be too static and are
earned by the dynamic and magic of verse His
delightful early verse was sometimes too lavish
and discursive and with Curtmantle he "began to
use a plainer style with brief telling images
His matuier work completes the auartet of the
Seasons that had begun with the Spring comedy
The Lady s Not for Burning 1948 0 IT P and
Venus Observed 1950 OTJP an unusual and
felicitous comedy of Autumn
The Dark is Light Enough    1954
In a play of Winter an eccentric and saint like
old Countess (Edith Evans] gives asylum to men
of bota sides in the Hungarian rising of 1948
The theme of non intervention is presented with
an elegance that saves it from didacticism
Ourimanfle    1962
A vigorous play lias as tragic protagonist
Henry II shown as an imperious autocrat
brilliant generous and headstrong Redeeming
England from anarchy by his firm foundation of
Common Law be yet makes the tragic error of
promoting as Archbishop Ms tried friend, Becket
who then proves intransigent and inconsistent and
triumphs by Ms martyrdom
With remarkable skill Fry incorporates the
truly tragic hero and emotional power of the
Aristotelian ptor (a») to a work modern in struc
tore The mate themes interpenetrate the
progressive discovery of Henry's cmtradlctow
personality in. Us relations with Becket Ms
people and the wife and sons who deserted him,
 and the interplay of different laws The
drama moves swiftly through the years lloS-89
the events successfully telescoped as m William
Marshall s memory
Some prose is appropriately u ed and the poetry
is disciplined and vivi J
A Yard of Sun    1970
It is July 1946 m Siena time of the first post
war Palio that tense horse race which is ilso a
galvanic liturgy of life In war b aftermath
two neighbouring families strive towards renewal
In one there are still brothers conflicts to be
resolved Angelino s eldest son the rebellious
Eoberto ex Partisan now a de-voted doctor is
scathingly scornful of easy going Luigi filled
politician and Blackshirt and albo of the long
missing Edmondo who suddenly turns up A
war profiteer Edmondo is smusly eager to use hib
financial expertise 10 contrive the families for
tunes
"Unwillingly Roberto is stirred by Edmondo s
dazzling wife embodiment of the passionate ex
citemenfc of the Palio But her husbinds
machinations go comically awry and they soon
depart
Eoberto now realises that he loves the simple
Grazia daughter of the neighbour Giosetta
whose putative husband has just returned from
a concentration camp and now believes in his
duty to return to his legal invalid wife There is
a hint of union between Giosetta and Angelino
Although the scheme of this quiet humorous
comedy is somewhat too neat and flat it is true to
its theme of resurgence The fruits of Autumn
may come The poetic imagery well expresses
the differing personalities and the volatile Italian
temperament
Athol Pugard fl> 1933)
Fugard now has his own Theatre Group m his
home town Port Elizabeth
The Mood Knot    1966    P
Of two brothers belonging to the mixed race of
Cape Coloureds one tries for white The
dialogue between them both comic and naive and
fraught with intense love and hate is a microcosm
of the tenible strains imposed by racial segrega
tion
People Are Limng There    1S70    O TJ P
la a shabby kitchen in Johannesburg Milly the
slatternly kindly landlady who has just been
thrown over by her lover her German lodger
vainly toes to whip up a frenzied party for ner
fiftieth birthday The only other participants
are Shorty a- retarded poor white and the
student Don too immersed in Sartre s anguish,
to do anything else
They get down to the grim rock bottom of
mutual self knowledge of society s indifference to
poverty of the loss of youth and joy in the inevit
able ageing process measured by the frail chiming
of a shaky grandfather clock Only Millys
sense of humour at the ridiculous plight of the
whole animal world preserves their precarious
companionship
This compassionate play recalls Sartre s In
Camera but has a more valid conclusion than
Sartre s dictum hell is other people
Jean Genet (b
The IVencb. Genet abandoned as a child has
lived as social outcast and criminal and while
politically uncommitted has mirrored his
bitter repudiation of society in plays of frightening
impact
IBs dramatis personae have been the rejected
murderers (Dea&iwatch ($)) despised servants (The
Maids CF)) prostitutes (The Salcomv (F))
Negroes (The Blacks (B1)) and Algerian peasants
{The Screens) These have realised their fantasies
of sex power violence anfl revenge only by com
pulsive ritual acts so thai sequences of arresting
ceremonial sometimes Absurdist replace charac-
ter study and coherent plot

